Annual Report 2015
For 35 years we have been supporting refugees successfully
and we create new prospects. Help’s work is a sustainable
programme towards self-reliance. This is only possible
through your support. Finally, we all benefit from the
outcome because a secure existence leads to secure living
conditions worldwide as well as in our country.
   Karin Settele
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Help – assistance towards
self-reliance
Turning adversity into opportunity
Reducing human suffering after disasters and conflicts
and creating prospects so that the people affected can be
independent masters of their own lives, this is what Help has
been representing for 35 years.

Vision

We envision a world without misery, poverty and social
inequality. Our goal is to enable people to take charge of
their own life and live self-determined in dignity, peace and
security.

Mission

In line with its principle of assisting people towards
self-reliance, Help works together with people in need,
irrespective of their gender, age, political views or religious
beliefs, by providing immediate aid in the aftermath of
catastrophes and by making sustainable contributions to
reconstruction and rehabilitation efforts in all areas of
life. Our underlying long-term objective is to reduce the
vulnerability of communities to new conflicts or extreme
natural disasters. People and the preservation of human
dignity are the focus of everything we do.

At a glance:

In 2015, Help was involved in 110 projects in 22 project
countries around the globe with a project budget of € 27.2
million. Expenses for PR activities, advertising as well as
general management and administration accounted for 5.2
percent.

THIS IS HELP
partnerships · personal · human · sympathetic · strong in implementing its
own projects · neutral · flexible · fast
· committed · motivated · thrifty und
efficient · professional · trustworthy
· transparent · effective · with parliamentary roots and a 35-year history
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Foreword
Dear Readers,
This year I am pretty certain that you and I will recall the same topics and
images in a review of 2015: people fleeing. Families with small children and
adults, young and old on the way to a better future. Can we offer them a
future and do we wish to do so? Many people and governments in Europe
are finding this hard to deal with. In many other regions of the world, for
example in Africa and the Middle East, the influx of refugees is normal.
For Help I can say: Yes we wish to and can support refugees and we have
already been doing this successfully for 35 years. We are committed to
the humanitarian imperative through our articles of association and our
conviction. Every individual project run by Help is characterised by the
fact that it creates prospects and its effect and the results achieved are
measured. Our clients can and want to use their opportunities. You, our dear supporters, place us
in a position to act in unison.
A current study for our project country of Serbia shows that the engine of self-reliance is running.
We give the initial spark to start small businesses in the areas of agriculture, handicrafts,
trade and services. Since 2002 Help has already supported 5,746 entrepreneurs in setting
up businesses. With great success! The Serbian study covers the period of all the businesses
established and supported by Help between 2004
For 35 years we have been
and 2013. According to this, over 74 percent of the
companies founded are currently experiencing success
supporting refugees successin the market and are in long-term existence. We
fully and we create prospects. are very proud that the companies founded with
our help earn more than the average income in Serbia of approximately € 400 per month, pay
taxes and create jobs. A sustainable programme of help towards self-reliance, which ensures
independence, self-determination and self-confidence. In Help‘s other project countries it works
in a similar way. This is only possible through your support. During periods of low interest rates,
one can certainly say that your capital is very well invested with us and will bear fruit. Finally,
we all benefit from the outcome because a secure existence leads to secure living conditions
worldwide as well as in our country.
Make the world a bit more secure together with us. I would like to thank you for your
commitment and support.
Yours,

Karin Settele
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Crises and outlook
Nepal earthquake: Immediate assistance and reconstruction
On 25 April 2015 the most severe earthquake in more than
80 years led to the collapse of about 900,000 buildings in
Nepal. Help started with initial assistance immediately.
Two experienced emergency workers quickly identified the
seriously damaged municipality of Thulo Sirubari east of
the capital Kathmandu as an operations site. In the village
with approximately 1,800 households almost every family
was affected by the impact of the earthquake. More than
95 percent of homes and many public facilities had been
destroyed. Help has since been supporting the people in
Thulo Sirubari in reconstructing their community.

Getting down to help

Help distributed materials and tools, which were intended
to increase the ability of the people in Thulo Sirubari to help
themselves. Together with the inhabitants Help removed
rubble and distributed corrugated iron roofing. Masons
and other craftsmen receive specialised training in building
6

earthquake-proof buildings. Help consciously also focusses on
rebuilding schools to give people long-term prospects - ten
schools and two pre-schools are being reconstructed with
improved sanitary facilities. Smaller events such as football
tournaments are organised by Help for the children in the
municipality - a bit of everyday enjoyment after the disaster.

Becoming strong for the future

We pursue an integrated approach to strengthen the region
sustainably: On the basis of a survey which showed what
the people in Thulo Sirubari need in the long term after
the earthquake, the organisation will continue to provide
meaningful, needs-based support in the future. The living
conditions of the inhabitants are to improve overall: Over
the next three years schools and households are to be given
access to sufficient water, income-generating measures will
secure livelihoods, and activities on disaster prevention will
ensure the population is better prepared for emergencies.

An interview with:
Salim Ali (24 years old) –
our logistics specialist in Nepal
How did you experience the
earthquake?
At that time I was working on an educational project in
Pokhara, 200 km west of Kathmandu. I was in the jungle with
a group on a trekking path. At first I thought that a storm was
brewing because the trees were shaking so much. It lasted
for about ten seconds before I realised that the ground was
trembling. We cowered on the ground and tried to hold
onto something. At that time I was particularly frightened of
landslides.

THIS IS HOW HELP PROVIDES ASSISTANCE
u

u

u
u
u
u

1,260 tool packages with shovels, handsaws and crowbars as
well as 600 shelter kits with tarpaulins and ropes distributed
approximately 2,000 households provided with corrugated
iron roofing
training courses for craftsmen in earthquake-proof building
reconstruction of 10 schools & 2 pre-schools
generating long-term income
activities for disaster prevention

Beneficiaries: 9,908 individuals
Donors and partners:
ADH, HDL, NAKK

SOS
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I then immediately took my phone and tried to call my
relatives in Kathmandu but the lines were dead. I was certain
that my family was dead and everything had been destroyed.
After three days I was able to return to Kathmandu and I was
relieved that the destruction was not as bad as I had feared.
Many places of worship were damaged, but what I saw in the
following months in the rural areas was the actual extent of
the disaster.
What moment during the work affected you the most?
So much has been destroyed and I continue to see this
constantly through my work. People come to me and tell me
about their losses and I notice: I am no longer moved by it. It
is simply too much and I have become numb. I believe this is
not only negative but can also be an advantage for my work.
What is going well and where are there still challenges for
the reconstruction?
In my opinion the major achievement is that Help has
gained the trust of the people in Thulo Sirubari. Sustainable
reconstruction would not be possible without that and it is
the only sensible option for me.
However, I also know that there are some regions still waiting
for support.  There is still plenty to do. Unfortunately help is
often hindered and slowed down by bureaucratic hurdles.
This is why I am particularly happy about what we have
already been able to achieve.
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Refugee relief worldwide
Millions of people fleeing
Transit country Serbia:

In 2015 up to 10,000 people per day reached the countries
on the so-called Balkan route fleeing from war, torture, terror
and violence, but also from poverty and despair. Families
with small children, people on their own and the elderly
tried to reach the safety of the European Union via Serbia
and Macedonia. The transit countries were not able to cope
with the situation and the reception facilities for the people
were disastrous in many places. The border openings to
neighbouring countries changed constantly and, therefore,
also the routes taken by the refugees.
Help supported people on their journeys in the transit
centres of Serbia, above all in Belgrade, in the south and at
the border to Croatia. Food and toiletries were distributed
but also waterproof clothing and shoes as of the autumn.
Help provided ambulances as mobile clinics because the
exertions of the journey had affected the health of many
refugees and they required medical assistance. In addition,
specially trained social workers and translators helped with
registrations.

Germany:

We also became involved in assisting refugees in Germany
and started to support local initiatives offering language
and educational courses as well as professional integration.
In many of the refugees’ countries of origin Help has been
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involved in improving living conditions and combating the
causes of flight since its foundation 35 years ago.

Worldwide:

Help also supports refugees and displaced persons in Burkina
Faso, Mali, Niger, Montenegro, South Sudan and Chad as
well as in Syria, Northern Iraq and Jordan. We focus on
food assistance, supplying water, medical and psycho-social
support. We also offer educational and play activities for
children and youth.

THIS IS HOW HELP PROVIDES ASSISTANCE
For refugees and displaced persons in 11 project countries:
u Provision of water, food, clothes
u Medical/psycho-social support
u Educational and play activities
u Livelihood
Beneficiaries: 300,000 individuals
Donors and partners:
AA, ADH, BMZ, EU, EuropeAid,
HDL, NAKK, UNHCR, UNICEF, WFP

SOS
5

Syria: Five years of war –
we hope and help
Impressions of a project trip to Syria in April 2016
by Karin Settele

In the past, Syria was always very generous in allowing
refugees to stay in the country.  For instance the Armenians,
Palestinians or Lebanese were granted shelter. In 2007 there
were more than one million Iraqi refugees in Syria. At that
time they had fled from the increasing escalation of violence
in Iraq. These refugees found themselves in a permanent
battle for survival in Syria. Help supported about 20,000 Iraqis
that year, in particular children, adolescents and young adults.
In spring 2011 protests started also in Syria as part of the Arab
spring. Both, the government as well as the protesters acted
increasingly violent. In the autumn of 2011 the conflict was
militarised with the establishment of the Free Syrian Army.
Since then the spiral of violence has been in motion, escalating
even further when Islamist groups got involved. As a result
more than 250,000 people had been killed and over one
million wounded by June 2016. There are 4.8 million refugees
and 6.5 million displaced persons within the country with
an estimated population of almost 21 million (census 2010).
A large number of those who are still in the country cannot
leave Syria because they do not have the resources to fund
their flight or because they would have to leave dependent
relatives alone in the country.  
Help supports the victims of the conflict in the area around
Damascus. People who we take particular care of are
displaced persons and those with special needs or people
who fall into both categories.  
Lina (59) lives in Bab Touma, the old town of Damascus. She
has three children, a bedridden husband who requires high
levels of care, and no income. She is a French teacher. Today,
of course, no one has the money or interest any longer in
taking French lessons. Her 18 year old son still lives with Lina
and helps her care for his father. The apartment costs the
family about € 80 per month plus the costs for electricity and
water of about € 20. Help supports them with grants towards
the rent and regular packages with food and toiletries.
Haifa (50) comes from Al-Husseiniah in Syria. She was first
displaced four years ago and has since been driven out of
places several times. Today she lives in Jaramana, a part
of the city of Damascus. According to cautious estimates,
there are 200,000 displaced persons living in Jaramana. They
mostly live in open unfinished buildings but still have to pay
rent. Haifa lives on this floor of a building shell with her three
daughters and their families. Twelve people in total. These
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families are being provided with food and toiletries. The
daughters and sons-in-law work as day labourers so they can
at least pay the rent and ancillary costs.

People need prospects, even in war

Life goes on even during a war and people try and preserve
a sense of normality as far as possible. Children want to play
and learn. Sometimes it is possible to at least keep their
education at school going. We support emergency school
lessons for children and adolescents, who can no longer
attend the regular school curriculum. People need prospects,
which is an enormous challenge. This recognition is also
slowly feeding into humanitarian assistance. For a very long
time already Help has been aiming to take account for this
view through its approach of self-reliance and sustainability.

Challenges in a crisis region

In the Syria conflict humanitarian access is certainly the
most widely discussed problem. One can say: parties to
the conflict, which do not allow for humanitarian access
make people become hostages. In all the negotiations for
a ceasefire this has always had the highest priority.  As
humanitarian aid workers we continually have to talk to
the various conflict parties.  This, however, has become
almost impossible in the Syria conflict. Negotiations with the
„Islamic State“ terrorist group to gain access to those in need
are no longer feasible. Helpers are increasingly becoming
targets themselves. Limitations in logistics are hardly worth
mentioning anymore and almost appear normal by now.
Electricity, water and transport are repeatedly scarce. In Syria
there continues to be a commodity market, which is however
subject to sharp fluctuations in prices and exchange rates.
The limited access means that only a few staff are on site.
The work is shouldered by just a handful of people. They are
suffering from the mental stress of events during the conflict
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and increasing requirements of transparency, reporting and
documentation. This is continuously leading to staff being
overloaded. Without even mentioning the fact that they
might become victims of the war at any time themselves.

Improving the overall situation

As far as possible, Help always aims to work in a needsbased, holistic and sustainable manner. This is how an entire
bundle of measures arises in a crisis like Syria, which improve
the overall situation of the people there. Ranging from pure
humanitarian assistance through relief packages or cash
assistance for certain benefits in kind such as rent or medical
treatment, over winterization through warm clothing,
blankets, and heating materials up to schooling, professional
training and psycho-social support for adults and children.
We are already thinking about support for the reconstruction
phase. There are regions in the country where it is calmer,
where one dares to rebuild houses and in particular provide
support to build up a livelihood in agriculture, trade or
another sector.

THIS IS HOW HELP PROVIDES ASSISTANCE
u
u
u
u

Distribution of food and clothes
Provision of water and improvement of sanitary conditions
Grants for rent and medical treatment
Emergency schooling

Beneficiaries: 200,000 individuals
Donors and partners:
AA, ADH, ECHO

SOS

Help – for all spheres of life
Our sector portfolio

SOS

SOS-Emergency aid

Help emergency staff distribute what is most needed: tents, blankets, food, water and toiletries.

Health

Help takes care of medical treatment, the construction of hospitals and clinics as well as the provision of
medication in emergency situations.

Water, sanitation and hygiene

Help creates access to clean water, builds latrines and offers hygiene trainings through its projects.

Food security

Help provides relief for food insecure and famishing people through food distributions and agricultural programmes
for improved resilience. The long-term goal is always improved self-subsistence.  

Education

Social change and development begin with education. School and vocational training projects are a crucial part
of it.

Reconstruction

In the reconstruction phase after disasters Help creates solid and adequate shelter and assists with the
refurbishment of infrastructure, mostly linked to income generating activities.  

Income generating activities
5

To earn their livelihood out of their own strength is always the most important goal of the people we support. With
start-up grants and basic trainings in business management we support entrepreneurs on their way to self-reliance.

Climate protection

Climate protection is a cross-sectional task. Wherever possible, Help uses renewable energy in its projects, for
instance with solar pumps for water supply.

Disaster preparedness

The motto is: Be better prepared for the next disaster. Evacuation plans, voluntary rescue teams, trainings and disaster
kits with tools and first-aid materials are all part of it. In this way we improve the population’s resilience and self-help
capacities.

Refugee relief

War, persecution, natural disasters – there are many reasons for fleeing. We provide both, emergency assistance as
well as long-term support for refugees and internally displaced persons in their host communities.

11
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Help worldwide
Afghanistan: Help for 35 years
Help was once founded to help Afghan refugees. Today,
Help supports returning refugees with their reintegration
through vocational training and promotes the selfdetermination of women. We offer prospects for the
future in sustainable tourism, agriculture and trade. Help
also assists with capacity building of local authorities and
promotes the use and development of alternative sources
of energy. Through these activities Help encourages the
return of Afghan
refugees from Iran,
Successful development
thereby providing
needs a bit of start-up
alternatives to the
dangerous flight to
capital and time.
Europe.
„Successful development needs a bit of start-up capital
and time. Assistance towards self-reliance is our way of
sustainably combating the causes of flight”, says Alfred
Horn, Help Regional Director Afghanistan/Iran.
A few years ago, Help trained farmers in growing saffron and
provided them with the bulbs to start off. Today, after several
harvest cycles, these farmers have built up a secure livelihood,
as the example of Mirwais shows.

Mirwais Shakibani – a successful saffron farmer

The 49-year-old father of a ten-person family is one of many
successful returnees from Iran. As Afghan refugees in Iran
the family lived off casual work for many years without
any prospects. The children were not allowed to study
at university. This is why the family decided to return to
Afghanistan. They started their new life as saffron farmers
with support through the reintegration programme run
by Help in the village of Shakiban. During the first year
Mirwais achieved a harvest of 250 grammes of saffron on
an area covering 2,000 square metres. Mirwais was able to
increase the cultivation area. His oldest son Sohrab studied
agriculture and then joined him in growing saffron. Now the
family cultivates about 20,000 square metres, harvested
a total of 10 kg of saffron in 2015 and sold the harvest for
approximately € 16,000.    

Advancement of women through employment

Soraya, 22 years old, was attending a private bookkeeping
course in Herat when her father retired. It was no longer
possible to finance the course, and as the oldest child Soraya
had to find a job urgently. She completed secretarial training
on a course in the Help education centre, at the same time
learning about computer applications, English as well as
finance and project management. After a three-month
internship, Soraya was able to find a job at a non-profit
organisation with the assistance of the Help placing service
and earned her own money. She carried on her training in
bookkeeping in her spare time and started a business degree
at the University of Herat. Since then, Soraya has been an
example and coach for other young women. „Today I see
myself as a successful woman“, Soraya says self-confidently
about her development.

THIS IS HOW HELP PROVIDES ASSISTANCE
u
u

u
u

Strengthening civil administration
Vocational training and career entry support for women
and men
Construction of biogas plants
Promotion of tourism

Beneficiaries: 5,890 individuals
Donors and partners:
AA, BMZ, BORDA, WFP
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Women in Afghanistan:
The drivers of development

The development of a country is not possible without the
involvement of women. Islamic and tribal traditions as well
as 35 years of war and violence have however manifested the
social and professional marginalisation of Afghan women.
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Combating the causes of flight in Kosovo
After a ten-year break, Help started working again in one of
the smallest Balkan states, Kosovo, in May 2015. The Republic
with 1.8 million inhabitants, which formerly belonged to
Yugoslavia and declared its independence from Serbia in 2008,
is characterised by high unemployment, a weak economy
and the resulting poverty and social inequality.  According to
official figures, unemployment in Kosovo stands at 35 percent,
inofficially it is estimated to be significantly higher. Particularly
adolescents and young adults have hardly any prospects in the
local labour market, even if they have a good education. Many
therefore leave their homeland, if they have an opportunity to
do so.
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Since spring 2015 Help has once again become involved
in Kosovo. We provide start-up capital for 430 small
entrepreneurs and three cooperatives in building up a
livelihood and in doing so create long-term jobs and income
for the families. Help runs preparative training courses in
business economics and management for the participants
to lay the foundation for sustainable economic success of
the businesses. We also support vocational training for 160
adolescents and young adults.

Formon – High Tech made in Kosovo
The IT start-up Formon in Pristina was founded in April 2015 by managing director
Rron Cena and his five partners. The young entrepreneurs – none is older than 26 years
of age – are developing 3D printers for use at home and in the office. Last year they
started off building five prototypes. The printers are launched on the market in 2016.
Rron is a qualified architect, among his partners are robotics and software engineers
as well as business managers. Their aim is to create user-friendly and affordable 3D
printers for personal use. Their targeted buyer groups are currently adolescents and
young adults, who are keen on new technology and who want the printers for hobby use,
but also industrial designers, engineers and architects.
The young entrepreneurs develop and programme the printer software themselves. They
import the various printer parts from abroad and then arrange for the printers to
be assembled in their specially fitted workshop in Pristina, which they renovated
themselves. Until last autumn, Rron and his team were lacking important basic
equipment to be able to undertake all the work stages themselves locally. By
outsourcing there was the danger of quality loss and high costs. Help therefore
supported Formon in purchasing three devices to produce high quality printer circuit
boards quickly and efficiently. With the new equipment, the entrepreneurs no longer
had to outsource any work stages. They were able to create jobs themselves and
appoint staff to construct the circuit boards. In the case of Formon, Help‘s proven
approach of self-reliance has also had an additional measurable catalysing effect to
the outside world.

THIS IS HOW HELP PROVIDES ASSISTANCE
u
u
u

Start-up grants for entrepreneurs to fund basic equipment
Training in business economics and management
Vocational training

Beneficiaries: 1,050 individuals
Donors and partners:
AA, municipalities, Ministry for
Employment

5
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Burkina Faso:
A portrait of our country coordinator
Kristina Rauland-Yambré

born on 14.12.1977 in Hofheim am Taunus,
Germany; Master of Arts in Political Sciences in Munich
Working for Help since 2005 in Sahel (initially Niger then Burkina Faso)

What made you decide to become a development worker?
I had a very nice, carefree childhood and youth in a small
town in the Taunus, in the suburbs of Frankfurt am Main.
I was always light-hearted and did not lack for anything,
without ever having to do anything for these privileges. I felt
it was unfair that people, above all children, did not have the
same opportunities in
life just because they had
Immersing yourself
been born in a different
in other cultures puts place. It had always been
my aim and still is today
your own views into
to make a contribution
perspective
towards greater equality
of opportunity in the
world within my capabilities. This is why working for Help is
still my dream job, even after ten years!
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Another reason is that I like working in and with different
cultures. I believe that if you immerse yourself in other
cultures, learn from them, simply see how things are done
elsewhere, your own views are put into perspective. One can
integrate the approach and principles of one‘s own culture
into a wider context. The development cooperation therefore
has broadened my horizons enormously, which is invaluable
for my entire personal development.
How did you end up in Sahel?
During my studies I was fortunate to spend several months
in Burkina Faso during internships with the Gesellschaft
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) and the German
Embassy. This period had a great effect on me. I learnt a great
deal from the Burkinabes, professionally but also personally,
so that I wanted to deepen these experiences after my
studies. It was a great opportunity for me when Help was
looking for a project assistant for Niger in 2005.
You have been working and living in Sahel for ten years.
What did have particular impact on your life and work
during this period?
I really enjoy the fact that human relationships and
exchanges are becoming increasingly important. There

is always time for a brief conversation about personal
matters and a laugh in everyday life. In unusual situations,
where someone needs support, relatives, friends, and
acquaintances are always quickly on the spot and there will
be a large number of them. It is actually impossible not to
have the time to help or simply be with someone when one
is needed. I really enjoy living and working here because I
have the feeling that people here do not live alongside one
another, but with each other.
Particularly in Burkina Faso I noticed that whatever seems
impossible can become possible, both on a small and large
scale. There is no such thing as impossible. The Burkinabes
know that. For example, moving a complete household is
possible only with the assistance of a moped. A massive
party can be organised
within just two hours.
And I am glad to be
But the Burkinabes have
able to make my small
also created what no
international observer
contribution.
thought possible: in
October 2014 they peacefully overthrew a very dangerous and
powerful regime that had ruled for 27 years within a few days,
only with the help of large-scale demonstrations and street
blockades. One year later they defended themselves against
rebels, who wanted to return to the old order, and they won
again, although the rebels consisted of the part of the army
that had the best equipment and training. Soon afterwards
they elected a president and parliament in the first free,
democratic elections despite all the prophecies of doom from
Afro pessimists. These are only a few examples which make
me optimistic that a real improvement in living standards and
real development will be possible in the near future, and I am
glad to be able to make my small contribution towards this.
You have two children and live with your bi-cultural family
in Burkina Faso. In our projects you appeal to mothers and
children as the main target group. What do you teach the
women and, vice versa, what do you learn from them?
What I have learnt is to tell myself every day that my family
and I are so fortunate that we have no reason to complain
or even be sad. We are healthy, we are together and we

have great relatives and friends. And we don‘t really need
anything more to be happy.
I hope that I can teach the women here that professionally
they can achieve everything that men can achieve, and that
the most important thing is to provide the children, both
girls and boys, with a good education so that they have the
opportunity to take their lives into their own hands.
What are your biggest wishes for the next ten years?
I hope that Europe and Africa can get terrorism under control
together so that the Sahel area becomes safe again, so that
we can carry out our projects without any obstacles, and so
that a large number of visitors come to Burkina Faso to get to
know the country and its people. Naturally I also hope for a
stable political environment, a government and society that
are able to free Burkina Faso from the poverty spiral. I really
do think that this is possible.
Kristina, thanks for all your commitment and a great job.

First target achieved,
let‘s move on:
Since 2008 Help has been campaigning for
free health care in Burkina Faso and
also ran a political lobbying campaign
with other stakeholders and non-profit
organisations – with success: On 2 March
2016 the Council of Ministers in the new
government of Burkina Faso approved the
introduction of free health care for
children under five years as well as for
women who are pregnant and breastfeeding
as of 2 April 2016. We are now running
another pilot project to simulate
general health insurance for everyone
in collaboration with the Ministry of
Employment and the Ministry of Health.
Our next aim is clear: comprehensive
health insurance for everyone in Burkina
Faso.
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The impact of our help:
We are happy to be scrutinized
About the evaluation of our capacity building project in Afghanistan
The projects run by Help are evaluated by external experts
on a regular basis. Last year the project  „Strengthening
local state institutions as well as promoting and
strengthening civic society by participating in and planning
seven application-oriented projects“ funded by the German
Federal Foreign Office was assessed.
The aim of the project is to strengthen the skills,
performance and credibility of the Afghan authorities at
all levels right down to the municipalities and villages.
The administration is being trained to plan and take
action together with other players in civic society and to
implement this at a practical level with „Good Governance“
that is also visible to everyone on a daily basis.
The project pursues a dual approach:
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1. Advanced training for the existing managerial staff in
the authorities at provincial and district level is being
intensified.
2. Groups in civic society such as women‘s associations,
rural cooperatives, trade and commercial chambers,
youth clubs, etc. are being supported in developing their
own initiatives and implementing them through joint
planning and collaboration with the local authorities.
The learning process that arises from this and the
socio-economic progress are the relevant criteria for the
success of the project.
The project objectives are to be achieved through the
following activities: Training of government employees
and trainees, application-oriented projects, assistance
with equipment. The participants are trained in good
governance, project management, computer skills, English

and cross-sectional tasks. In accompanying projects the
participants can put their newly acquired theoretical
knowledge into practice together with civic society. The
assessment took place in accordance with the OECDDAC criteria modified by the German Federal Foreign
Office*: Relevance/suitability, impact and long-term
effects, effectiveness and plausibility, efficiency and thrift,
sustainability.

Benefits and impact
u

u

u

u

Representatives of the authorities and civil society
stakeholders, Help employees and project beneficiaries were
questioned for the assessment. A scale from 1-6 was applied
to the assessment using the criteria stipulated, whereby
level 1 represents the highest rating. The project was rated
level 2 in three sections of the evaluation and level 3 in two
sections. Overall it was valued as being „good, fully satisfying
expectations, without any major deficiencies“.

u

u

Political situation

u

Increasing uncertainty and a more dangerous security
situation have been noticed in parts of Afghanistan that
were previously stable such as Herat and Bamyan. 91% of
the project participants questioned felt threatened, 44%
wish to emigrate.
However, if given the option, 73% of those questioned
would prefer to work in their homeland. 80% say that a
lack of opportunities to earn a living represents a greater
problem than the security situation. Help has drawn on
this finding and has started with the implementation of a
project that promotes vocational training.

* OECD = Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
DAC = Development Assistance Committee of the OECD

The filing system in many government departments has
been modernised.
The technical capacity of government officials has been
improved in planning and implementing projects.
The collaboration and interaction between government
officials and civil society has been improved.  
75% of the participants questioned say: The course run by
Help has improved my attitude towards civil society.

Efficiency and cost effectiveness

A few major results of the evaluation:

u

It has been possible to increase the effectiveness of the
administration and improve the efficiency of computer use.

The total costs for the 6-month training course amount to
€ 2,003 per participant and are cheaper than the tuition
fees at the American University of Afghanistan, which cost
€ 3,133. They also include the equipment allowances,
grants and costs for application-oriented projects, whose
performance and impact go far beyond the actual training
course.

Sustainability
u

According to the statements made by all the government
representative questioned in Herat, the training centre,
the women‘s cooperative and the environment centre
are being continued even after the end of the support we
provided and can be classified as sustainable.

Overall conclusion: The fact that Herat and Bamyan are
the only provinces in Afghanistan, in which the advanced
training of government officials is working, is regarded as an
important contribution to stabilisation by all the partners
who were interviewed.
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The engine of independence is running
Study on the sustainability of our livelihood programme in Serbia
Since 2002 Help has been pursuing the strategy in Serbia
to improve living conditions in the project regions for
the long-term, reduce unemployment, and stimulate
buying power and the regional economy through income
generating activities. The target group are vulnerable
households without any capital or access to small loans,
but whose members have a successful business idea and
the main core competencies for this area. Help provides
the small businesses with the necessary production goods
from Help, usually machinery or business equipment.
The entrepreneurs also receive training in management,
bookkeeping, and marketing as well as administrative
advice from Help.
The sustainability of the project was investigated in a study
at the beginning of 2016 in a survey among a randomly
chosen group of owners of small businesses that Help
supported.
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The main results:
u

u

u

u

u

u

Since 2002 Help has already supported 5,746
entrepreneurs to set up their businesses.
Over 74 % of the businesses are currently successful on
the market and thus have a long-term presence.
The businesses pay taxes and levies, which also benefit
the municipalities.
63 % of those questioned earn up to € 5,000 per year,
16 % earn more than € 5,000. The average income in
Serbia is € 400 per month.
In the 258 businesses questioned a total of 269 new,
additional jobs had been created.
The average grant amount provided by Help per client
amounts to € 2,630. Within approximately 12 months this
amount will flow back into the regional economy through
taxes and charges

Help in Germany
Campaigns and events
People increasingly do not want to simply make a donation,
but also become actively involved.  They decide to collect
donations through their own campaign and in this way
help people in need. We would like to thank all donation
collectors and donors for their efforts and commitment and
present some of the campaigns here.

School children walk a marathon for Nepal

In July 2015 a total number of 527 pupils from the
Immanuel-Kant-Gymnasium in Pirmasens walked 6,043 km,
cycled 2,500 km and swam 43 km (six pupils even ran the
marathon distance). Students from the Montessori school
in Pirmasens also participated in the sponsored walk. The
children collected the impressive amount of € 15,764 for the
kilometres they had walked, cycled or swum as donations
from families, friends and local companies. They donated
the funds to support Help’s emergency assistance for the
victims of the earthquake in Nepal. We would like to thank
all the pupils, teachers and parents, who made this campaign
possible.  

Sweating for Nepal

The Robinson Wellfit fitness studio in Bonn arranged course
specials for members and non-members to help the victims
of the earthquake in Nepal. Through dancing at the ZUMBADance-Special and pedalling at the indoor cycling € 1,295
were collected for our projects. We would like to thank
everyone, who donated by sweating.

Massages and muffins for Nepal

The ComVita physiotherapy centre in Bonn-Beuel auctioned
25 massages in support of the assistance provided by Help
in Nepal and offered muffins in return for donations. Yildirim
Aktas, the initiator of the campaign: ”We are delighted that
we were able to contribute a donation worth € 1,530 in this
way for the victims of the earthquake in Nepal. In any case it
was a lot of fun for us and our patients.“  

foundation “Stiftung aktive Bürgerschaft”. We would like to
congratulate and thank the young helpers.

Help at the Protestant Church day in Stuttgart

”That we may gain a heart of wisdom“ was the theme for the
Protestant Church day in Stuttgart at the beginning of June.
Using examples of projects from the areas of emergency
assistance and reconstruction, we showed how Help enables
people to help themselves. Despite temperatures of over 40
degrees, a large number of visitors found their way to our
booth.  

United Nations Day in Bonn

”70 years of the United Nations – Let‘s create ONE world
together!“ was the slogan for United Nations Day on 24
October 2015 in Bonn. At the Bonn marketplace Help
provided information to the large number of visitors
with posters, information brochures and exhibitions on
its international project work. We were not only able to
convince the newly elected mayor of Bonn Ashok-Alexander
Sridharan to have his photo taken with us, but also to join
our board of trustees.

“The Forgotten Refugees of South-eastern Europe”
For the last three years the Help photo exhibition about the
situation of Roma living in Montenegro has been traveling all
over Germany. In 2015 there was renewed interest resulting
from the current discussions about the refugee intake in
Germany. The exhibition was lent four times by initiatives
and churches and displayed on 65 days in Wermelskirchen,
Wipperfürth, Adenau and Elze.

International diversity festival in Bonn

In May Help showcased itself with the support of a group
of pupils from the ”Bonns Fünfte“ secondary school at
the international and inter-cultural festival of culture and
diversity in Bonn. Home-made posters provided information
about our projects in Nepal and Syria. Young and old visitors
were able to test their knowledge about Help in a quiz. With
their voluntary commitment the pupils from Bonns Fünfte
came first in the “service-learning competition” run by the
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Advertising and public relations – there is no way around it
The American industrialist Henry Ford once said: ”Ducks lay eggs discreetly, on the
other hand a chicken makes noise so the whole estate can hear. What is the result? The
whole world eats chicken eggs.“ Ford knew that anyone, who wants to attract attention,
needs advertising. This also applies to Help. We use the skills and experience of
service providers to be able to implement as many measures as possible efficiently and
thriftily. In 2015 focus areas were the the creation of a new brand and advertising
campaign in cooperation with the agency steinrücke+ich, the development of a new
corporate design, various information materials as well as the annual report with the
K2 – agentur für kommunikation, information campaigns in the public arena with the
talk2move agency (partially performance based pay), direct marketing activities G&O
Dialog Concept, support services for the website and online marketing through the
companies i-gelb, Medienarchitekten and morefiremedia as well as with news aktuell to
deal with the media. We would like to thank our service providers, whose valuable work
also contributes to the fact that our expenditure for public relations and advertising
has been at about five percent for many years.

Help internal affairs
Report of the Executive Board
Economic development

In 2015 Help carried out projects with a scope totalling
€ 27.2 million. Of this expenditure on projects, € 23.0 million
originated from public funds and € 4.2 million from donations
from partners and our own income from donations. Total
income (taking account of the use of donations received in
previous years) amounted to € 28.7 million. Inflows rose but
a trend cannot be derived from this.
After a record year with a total income of approximately €
30 million in 2011, Help received between € 25 and 26.4
million  during the following years from 2012 to 2014. In
2015 Help was able to successfully maintain this scope with a
total income of € 28.7 million. The project funds are currently
managed in the Bonn office by 28 employees, four of which
are part-time staff.
Expenditure for general public relations work and advertising,
as well as campaigns, educational and information schemes
in accordance with the articles of association by Help totalled
€ 732,800 in 2015. Expenditure rose by approximately
€ 167,600 compared with the previous year because we
again invested in face-to-face advertising and created a
new part-time position for institutional public relations/
foundation and corporate fundraising.
Expenditure on administration stood at € 742,600. Compared
with the previous year, expenditure rose by 12.9 %. A trend
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cannot be assumed from this because this expenditure is
also dependent on the volume of donations to be managed.

Project income

The main donors of public funds for the newly approved
projects in 2015 were the Federal Foreign Office, the
European Union, the Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development, as well as the United
Nations. The main focus for the newly approved projects
is assistance to refugees, reconstruction, health, education
and income maintenance. Help continues to try to match
its appeals and links to donors with the changing emphasis
of support. In doing so we are increasingly confronted with
the fact that public donors expect Help to provide higher
proportions of its own funds for project financing. These
need to be covered by private donations and, above all,
additional financing from cooperation partners. The project
budget of Help has fluctuated in the region of € 25-30 million
for many years. According to the classification of VENRO
(Umbrella organisation of development and humanitarian
aid non-governmental organisations in Germany), this means
that Help is one of the major relief agencies. In total Help
was actively involved in 24 project countries in 2015.

Income from donations

Significant donation events were above all the earthquake
in Nepal in April as well as assistance to refugees both in
transit countries such as Serbia, and also in Germany since

the summer of 2015. Unfortunately fundraising once again
confirmed that disasters in our project countries, which
are not depicted in reports by the German media, are not
considered to be urgent and particularly worthy of donations
by donors. For example the famine in South Sudan did not
lead to higher project donations for this purpose and also
not to higher media demand. Conversely in 2015 above all
with regard to the topic of refugees, we benefited from the
fact that our approach of ”dealing with the causes of fleeing“
was repeatedly taken up by the media and was therefore also
regarded as being something positive and worthy of support
by donors. Our projects in the field of measures creating
income and business start-ups in south-eastern Europe
were particulary popular donation causes for companies.
This certainly also took place within the context of political
discussions about refugees from the West Balkans.

General developments in the donations sector

The amount of donations in Germany stood at € 5.5 billion in
2015 and rose by 11.7 % compared to the previous year. The
decisive factor for this positive development in the donations
sector is the increased number of donors, frequency
of donations and the amount of the average donation.
Humanitarian aid showed the greatest increase. This is
associated with the two particular impulses for donations of
the ”Nepal earthquake“ and ”refugee crisis“. The significance
of the church and the particularly large TOP 30 religious
organisations rose to the detriment of smaller organisations.
These TOP 30 organisations include among others the ”Aktion
Deutschland Hilft“ alliance, of which Help is a member.
With regard to the commitment for refugees in Germany,
donations in kind are much more significant than donations
of money and providing voluntary support. (Source: GfK
2016, Bilanz des Helfens)

Help committees

There were also changes to the composition of the
committees in 2015. Prof. Godelieve Quisthoudt-Rowohl,
Member of the European Parliament, joined the members´
meeting of Help.
The special supervisory body had two meetings in person
and one virtual meeting in 2015. The members´meeting
met once in 2015. The Executive Board met four times. The
ombudsperson Angelika Graf reported to the members
meeting on 11.11.2015 that during the year under review no
complaints had been referred to her.
All the Help committee members work in an honorary
capacity.

Staff development

During the 2015 financial year a total of 41 staff (previous
year: 48) were employed at Help, of which 13 (previous year:
19) worked abroad and 28 (previous year: 29) in Bonn. The
positions in Bonn comprise 24 full-time and four part-time
jobs, corresponding to 26.08 full-time positions. In addition,
we have three temporary assistants on a mini-job basis and
31 people working in an honorary capacity (of which 30 are
committee members). The three highest salaries at Help
amounted to € 109,850, € 78,739 and € 72,000. The salary of
the management (Managing Director and deputy) together
totals € 147,194 including special payments.
The current salary key ensures that the core team can
satisfy its responsibilities in accordance with the articles of
association. Once again the annual report and the salary
statements were outsourced to a tax adviser in 2015.
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A total of eight employees attended various courses in the field
of public relations and fundraising, three employees attended
further training on DATEV bookkeeping, four employees
went on language courses and five employees participated in
project-related training courses. A total of 20 training courses
were attended. In addition, a strategy conference was held for
all Help employees at the Bonn office.

Strengths and weaknesses

Help takes the increased requirements of transparency and
quality assurance into account, which inevitably means
higher workloads and staff requirements. Help has invested
here and continues to have a high level of work efficiency
despite a rise in staff numbers. Furthermore Help has a
high degree of flexibility, which is particularly apparent
during emergency deployment through short reaction times
and staff who are good all-rounders. We benefit from flat
hierarchies in
Help covers many project
a small team
as well as
phases in its portfolio, ranging
many years of
from immediate help to longexperience in
term development cooperation. implementing
projects with
a high level of quality.  Help covers many project phases in
its portfolio, ranging from immediate help, development
assistance and the promotion of structural transitional help
up to long-term development cooperation. The sectoral
commitment of the organisation reflects the prioritised
requirement in the relevant country, associated with the
added value that a medium-sized organisation can most
sensibly provide in an international context.
Help has a good reputation among public donors and by
establishing its committees in the Bundestag on a cross-party
basis it possesses a political network. As a member of the Aktion
Deutschland Hilft alliance, Help acquires a high proportion of
donation income. Nevertheless the income from donations
is considerably lower compared with project funds from the
public sector and other donors.  This means that projects and
their contents are influenced to a large extent by the priorities
of public funding. The necessary adjustments to priorities that
change rapidly within the donor portfolio can sometimes not
be implemented quickly and meaningfully enough or lead to
fluctuations in regional and sectoral emphasis and project
budgets, which have to be balanced out. Regular donors of
Help are characterised by the high average age of long-standing
donors, which is reduced by winning over new donors via
face-to-face measures. Owing to the limited budget funds,
it is possible to finance only a few investments to expand
fundraising. This means that the natural age-related dwindling of
donors at Help can be stopped only slowly by active measures.
A more balanced level of income from private donations and
public funds would be desirable and minimise risk.
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Opportunities and risks

The increasing general social responsibility of companies and
the rising significance of corporate social responsibility offers
good potential for cooperation with companies. The law on
the continued tax benefits of foundations is leading to an
increase in the establishment of foundations and therefore
to a rise in the potential of funding from this sector. For this
reason in 2015 Help created a new position, which appeals
to both these target groups and optimises donor-oriented
public relations to make better use of the potential to acquire
project funding.
The rising number of humanitarian aid agencies and
therefore the associated competition for donors and grants
lead to the fact that the income of organisations could
become lower. With its investment in improved donororiented public relations as well as expanding the measures
to gain new/permanent donors, Help is confronting this risk.
In order to be able to continue scoring with the strengths
of Help (high working efficiency, high project quality, broad
sector portfolio), Help above all reviewed and expanded its
quality assurance instruments in every area of work in 2015.
Training courses during 2016 will focus on the application of
the quality assurance instruments and through this minimise
risks further. These measures are also intended to reduce
risks from possible damage to our reputation.

Prospects for 2016

In 2016 work will focus on expanding the staff resources
particularly in the area of projects. This also includes
encouraging junior employees and a mentor programme to
pass on experience and knowledge to younger members of
staff. Of the current 26 employees, nine members of staff are
over 50 years old and have usually also been employed at Help
for many years.
It is our objective to pass on their knowledge and experience
and at the same time benefit from the experience of the
younger employees in the area of social media. Through team
development processes and joint strategy conferences Help
is involving all members of staff in the discussion about and
structure of its future development.
Our project site in Haiti will be closed down in 2016.  Six years
after the devastating earthquake in January 2010, Help has
provided a substantial contribution to the reconstruction of
the country and is therefore closing its only site in America.
At the same time new project sites are being added: Already
in 2015 the start of assistance to refugees in Germany, which
will be expanded further in 2016, as well as aid to refugees
in Greece in spring 2016. In the context of violent conflicts in
the Middle East, in 2016 and beyond we will be faced with a
high level of humanitarian needs in the region, which must be
confronted as best we can.

With regard to public relations, the final phase of the relaunch
of the website is imminent during the first half of the year,
followed by the testing of new online marketing measures,
which make sense only through the responsive website
and better tracking opportunities. As far as fundraising is
concerned, the focus will be on expanding face-to-face
campaigns to win over new long-term donors. The target
agreements with the service-provider have been increased
here owing to positive experiences.
As part of the 35th anniversary of Help, a meeting of the board
of trustees was held in the Federal Ministry for Agriculture and
Food in March 2016 at the invitation of and with a brief speech
by Federal Minister Christian Schmidt. On World Refugee Day
on June 20 and the day that Help was founded on July 15, the
exhibition ”The forgotten refugees of Southeastern Europe“
was on display in Bonn‘s Stadthaus. As a relief agency supported
by parliament, Help will make a presentation on its 35-year

commitment to refugee assistance and the causes of fleeing
as part of a parliamentary evening to conclude the anniversary
year.
Overall we assume that in the future our own administrative
expenditure will be covered by the funding provided for
administration by donors. There are no indications that the
association will not be in a position in the future to cover its
own administrative costs. Furthermore sufficient funds for
administration are envisaged in the grant notifications.

Events after the balance sheet date

There were no events of any particular significance after the
end of the financial year.
Rudolf Bindig
Chairman of the Executive Board

Organisational chart
Executive Board
Chairman: Rudolf Bindig (former MP) Vice: Klaus-Jürgen Hedrich (former MP), Anette Hübinger (MP)

Head of Project
Department (abroad)
Karin Settele

Afghanistan, Pakistan

Managing Director

Internal Revision

Karin Settele

Ulfa Triyantika

Deputy Managing Director

Quality Management

Heinz Bitsch

Marion Gnanko

Head of Department (domestic)

Head of Financial Department

Head of Administration

Head of Communications

Bianca Kaltschmitt

Timo Stegelmann

Heinz Bitsch

Bianca Kaltschmitt

Fundraising, Strategy,
Education, Board Issues

Accountant

Principle Issues

Sandra Schiller/Olaf Kruse

Andreas Koerver

Heinz Bitsch

Integration Advisor

Accountant

Office Administration, Personnel

Jasmin Noorasmai

Susanne Mansfeld

Brigitte te Wildt

Integration Advisor

Project Accounting

Volunteer

Mohamed Ismaili

Elke Langer

Stefan Euler

Project Coordination Germany

Heinz Bitsch

Zimbabwe

Press Officer
Sandra Schiller

Birgitte Schulze

Emergency Relief Coordinator

Bianca Kaltschmitt

Education and Campaigns

Berthold Engelmann

Maike Khazalpour

Southeastern Europe

Corporate Fundraising
and Institutional PR

Timo Stegelmann

Philippines, Chad
Leona Wirtz

South Sudan, Kenya, Mali
Fabian Nolde

Niger, Burkina Faso
Henning Kronenberger

Nepal, Niger, Greece

Yasmin Smith

Committee work,
Donation Administration
Sabine Preker

Online & Social Media
Robin Walter

Fundraising Trainee
Linda Underwood

Simone Walter

Humanitarian Mine Action
Marion Gnanko

Iraq
Julian Loh

Syria/Jordan
Olaf Kruse

Project Assistant

As at 01.09.2016

Erika Herkommer
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Committees
Executive Board
Rudolf Bindig (former MP, SPD, Chairman)

u

Klaus-Jürgen Hedrich (former MP, CDU, and former
Parliamentary State Secretary, Vice-Chairman)

u

Stefan Liebich (MP Die Linke)

u

Gabriela Heinrich (MP, SPD)

u

Dr. Obeidullah Mogaddedi

u

Anette Hübinger (MP, CDU, Vice-Chairman)

u

Manuel Sarrazin (MP Die Grünen)

u

Angelika Josten-Janssen

u

Dagmar G. Wöhrl (MP CSU)

u
u

Gudrun Kopp (former MP FDP/ former
Parliamentary State Secretary)

The Executive Board within the meaning of the German Civil Code §26 (Chairman and Deputies) represents the organisation
judicially and extra-judicially. The Chairman as well as both Deputies are authorised to represent Help individually and
conduct the organisation´s affairs.

Members´ Meeting
u

Nele Allenberg (EKD)

u

Anette Hübinger (MP CDU)

u

Dr. Naim Assad

u

Dr. Uwe Janssen

u

Heinz-Joachim Barchmann (MP SPD)

u

Katharina Jestaedt (Commissariat of German Bishops)

u

Gerd Berendonck

u

Angelika Josten-Janssen

u

Rudolf Bindig (former MP SPD)

u

Volkmar Klein (MP CDU)

u

Bernd Dreesmann

u

u

Katja Dörner (MP Die Grünen)

u

Uli Fischer (former MP Die Grünen)

u

Daniela Ludwig (MP CSU)

u

Dr. Hans Günther Frey

u

Dr. Obeidullah Mogaddedi

u

Angelika Graf (former MP SPD)

u

Prof.Dr. Godelieve Quisthoudt-Rowohl (MEP CDU)

Klaus-Jürgen Hedrich (former MP, CDU, and former
Parliamentary State Secretary)

u

Christian Schmidt (MP/Federal Minister CSU)

u

Marco Wanderwitz (MP CDU)

u

u

Sabine Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger
(former Federal Minister, FDP)

Dr. Barbara Höll (former MP Die Linke)

The Members´ Meeting authorises general guidlines, the budget and amendments of the articles of association; it elects the
auditors as well as the Executive Board.
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Special Supervisory Board
u

Erich Georg Fritz (former MP, Chairman Georg Kraus
Stiftung)

u
u

Dr. Barbara Höll (former MP)
Bernd Klippert (former Chairman of the Board of
NAK-karitativ)

The Special Supervisory Board supervises the Executive Board and reports to the Members´ Meeting.

Our Board of Trustees
u

u
u

u
u

Uwe Baust (Member of the Management Board,
Commerzbank AG Mittelstandsbank West)

u
u

Rainer Bonhof (former national football player)
Bärbel Dieckmann (President of Deutsche
Welthungerhilfe)
Prof. Dr. Volker Echtermeyer (Surgeon)
Dr. Hans-Ulrich Heininger
(Member of Rotary International)

u

Ulrich Kelber (MP SPD, Parliamentary State Secretary BMJV)
Heinz-Joachim Kersting (member of the Executive
Board of the German Lions Foundation)
Prof. Dr. Jörg-Michael Kimmig (former Board member
of the German Lions Foundation)

u

Bernd Klippert (former Chairman of NAK-karitativ)

u

Dr. Karl-H. Rolfes (CEO Autobahn Tank und Rast GmbH)

u

Ashok Sridharan (Mayor of the City of Bonn)

The Board of Trustees supports the organisation´s work through its publicity. All committee members work on an honorary
basis. You can find further information in our articles of association and under www.help-ev.de/transparenz.

Help´s Standards
Systematic expansion of quality management

”It is not enough to do good, one also has to do it well!“ is
the slogan in all areas of our daily work in providing humanitarian assistance. For this reason in 2015 Help started reviewing or redrafting many guidelines, templates and handouts
to systematically expand our quality management.
These include, among others:

u

Complaints and Whistleblowing Policy
Anti-Fraud and Anti-Corruption Policy

u

Policy on Prevention and Response to Sexual Exploitation

u

Security Manual and Risk Management Policy

u

u

u

Templates for Strategic Plan, Handover Notes, Asset Lists,
Staff Appraisal, Budget Check-List, Cost Allocation System
Security guideline on IT use
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Financial report
Overview 2015
Revenues
Donations
earmarked donations thereof
earmarked grants
Interest income
other income
Allocation to /Consumption of
earmarked donations
Total income

2015

2014

EUR
6,663,752
5,321,595
22,956,611
12
765,794
-1,701,060

EUR
4,218,011
3,089,014
21,267,557
14
1,304,153
-416,198

28,685,109

26,373,537

2016

2015

EUR
27,185,863
22,956,611
4,229,252

EUR
24,898,188
21,267,557
3,630,631

1,767,268

1,376,767

Expenditures on projects
Total project expenditures
external funds thereof
own resources thereof
share of personnel costs in project
expenditure

Expenditures on public relations
and donor liaison, training/
education/awareness programmes and publicity as set forth in
the Articles of Association
Public relations and donor liaison
staffing expenses thereof
Education campaigns as per the
Articles of Association
staffing expenses thereof
Press work/Publicity as per the
Articles of Association
staffing expenses thereof

Expenses for administration

2015

2014

EUR
516,335
103,108
74,482

EUR
360,696
74,297
85,186

57,859
141,971

56,254
119,292

113,111
732,788

87,973
565,174

Wages and salaries, including
social security contributions and
retirement pension
Legal and consulting fees
Occupancy costs
Postage, telephone, courier services
Office supplies
Repair and maintenance
Insurance and membership fees
Interest costs
Travel expenses
Further education
Incidental costs of monetary
transactions
Meetings of the Boards and General Meeting
Costs for third-party services
Operating lease for movable assets
Vehicle expenses
Other staff expenses
Other expenses

Outlook
General donations
Earmarked donations
Expenses for public relations,
awareness programmes and
publicity
Expenses for administration

2015

2014

EUR
283,844

EUR
305,270

129,211
101,794
10,849
10,430
48,652
73,390
3,131
2,368
19,240
17,577

92,471
81,833
13,513
7,747
31,933
58,747
5,832
4,370
15,296
15,121

17,213

14,161

8,255
10,127
1,844
676
4,011
742,612

3,477
2,827
1,093
1,882
2,267
657,840

Target 2016

Actual 2015

EUR
1,500,000
2,500,000

EUR
1,336,764
5,321,595

982,000

732,788

674,670

742,612

Compensation structure 2015

The salaries of Help’s full-time employees are based on the compensation structure of the Federal collective bargaining
agreement for civil service employees (TVöD). The gross annual salaries are made up of the individual monthly salaries, an
annual bonus and benefits for the employee pension scheme. The monthly salaries are shown below.
Pay scale grouping/position
Managing directors/CEOs
Deputy managing directors/deputy CEOs
Department/division heads
Speakers/consultants/advisors
Administrators/clerks
Assistants
Trainees/interns

Salary class
15
14
12/13
11
10
9
-

From euro
4,180
3,785
3,129
3,023
2,916
2,587

To euro
5,879
5,368
5,039
4,485
4,175
3,688
1,436

An analysis on the income and expenses stated herein and on the changes and developments as against the previous year are presented in the report of the
Executive Board (pages 22 to 25).
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Project expenses 2015
Project expenses according
to project objectives

Global/Quality
1%
Emergency Aid
5%
Disaster preparedness
5%

environment protection/
sustainability
1%

Reconstruction
18 %
Humanitarian
aid for refugees
17 %

Education
5%
Water
8%

Food security
9%

Livelihood security
17 %

Health
14 %

Project expenses
per region

Africa
42 %

Asia
33 %

Central America
3%

Europe
22 %

Projects
94.8 %

Project expenses
per work areas

Public Relations and donor liaison
2.6 %

General administration
2.6 %
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Development of revenues and expenditures
Development of proceeds

Development of donations

35 Mio. €
30 Mio. €

7 Mio. €
27.60

25 Mio. €

24.85

26.37

28.69

5 Mio. €

20 Mio. €

4 Mio. €

15 Mio. €

3 Mio. €

10 Mio. €

2 Mio. €

5 Mio. €

1 Mio. €

0

2012

2013

2014

6.66

6 Mio. €

2015

0

4.22
2.84

2012

3.22

2013

2014

2015

Development of overall expenses

Development of project expenses

35 Mio. €

35 Mio. €

30 Mio. €

27.23

25 Mio. €

26.12

28.66

30 Mio. €
25 Mio. €

24.46

20 Mio. €

20 Mio. €

15 Mio. €

15 Mio. €

10 Mio. €

10 Mio. €

5 Mio. €

5 Mio. €

0

2012

2013

2014

2015

0

27.18

26.25

24.90
23.43

2012

2013

2014

2015

How are your donations used?
To fund its projects, Help can raise funds annually to the
amount of 20 to 30 million euros from public donors such
as, for instance, the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development, the German Federal Foreign
Office, the European Union and/or other international donors.
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Most donors require financial involvement ot the applicant
with the applicant’s own funds in order to approve the project
application. To this end we need your donations. At the same
time, we multiply your help. Each euro that is donated is
converted to four or five euros of aid.

Annual financial statements for the financial year from
1 January to 31 December 2015
Income statement
1.

Income from current activity

2015

Previous year

EUR

EUR

a) Donations and grants
b) Income from earmarked grants
c) Interest and similar income
d) Other income

2.

3.

Allocation to/Consumption of earmarked donations

6,663,751.64

4,218,011.06

22,956,610.65

21,267,557.27

12.33

14.15

765,794.40

1,304,153.28

30,386,169.02

26,789,735.76

-1,701,059.61

-416,198.35

28,685,109.41

26,373,537.41

27,185,862.76

24,898,187.95

Expenses from current activity
a) Project expenses
b) Personnel expenses (only administration)
ba) Wages and salaries
bb) Social security and other pension costs thereof
       retirement benefits EUR 19.307,96
       (Prior year: EUR 19.287,96)

5.

62,152.83

69,499.73
283,844.35

305,269.58

732,788.33

565,173.06

d) Legal and consulting costs

129,211.04

92,471.32

e) Occupancy costs

101,793.86

81,833.12

f) Postage, telephone, fax and courier services

10,848.84

13,512.81

g) Maintenance and repair

48,652.05

31,932.81

h) Office supplies

10,429.69

7,746.82

i) Insurance and membership fees

73,389.72

58,747.34

j) Interest expenses
   thereof discounting EUR 227,00 (Prior year: EUR 122,00)

3,130.80

5,832.24

k) Travel costs

2,367.84

4,369.89

78,941.74

56,125.15

28,661,261.02

26,121,202.09

23,848.39

252,335.32

10,719.39

11,981.71

13,129.00

240,353.61

Result from current activity
Amortization/Depreciation of fixed assets
(only administration)

6.

235,769.85

c) Advertising/public relations/representation expenses

l) Other expenses

4.

221,691.52

Net income for the year
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Balance Sheet 2015
ASSETS
A

FIXED ASSETS

31.12.2015

Previous year

EUR

EUR

I.   Intangible assets
     Licenses, commercial property rights and similar rights and values purchased
     as well as licenses of such rights and values

2.00

2.00

9,520.00

0.00

14,522.00

14,840.00

24,044.00

14,842.00

1,337,972.42

910,305.88

636,517.33

686,269.23

13,099,270.29

12,415,001.61

15,073,760.04

14,011,576.72

28,025.94

47,515.33

15,125,829.98

14,073,934.05

Deposits paid
II.  Property, plant and equipment
      Other equipment, operating and office equipment

B

CURRENT ASSETS
I.   Receivables from earmarked grants not yet received
II.  Other receivables
III. Cash in hand, bank balances

C

PREPAID EXPENSES

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
A

31.12.2015

Previous year

EQUITY

EUR

EUR

I.   Profit carried forward

4,165,051.52

3,924,697.91

13,129.00

240,353.61

4,178,180.52

4,165,051.52

2.965.316,83

1,264,257.22

117,397.00

142,192.00

26,886.15

54,491.03

7,741,469.14

8,336,632.07

96,580.34

111,310.21

7,864,935.63

8,502,433.31

15,125,829.98

14,073,934.05

II.  Net income for the year

B

C

NOT YET UTILIZED EARMARKED DONATIONS

ACCRUALS
Other accruals

D

LIABILITIES
1. Liabilities to banks
2. Liabilities from earmarked grants not yet utilized
3. Other liabilities
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Auditor’s report
To the complete financial statements (comprising the balance sheet, income statement and the notes to the financial statements) and the management
report for the business year from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2015, the German Public Auditor issued the following unqualified auditor’s report:
Auditor’s Report
to Help – Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe e. V.
“We have audited the annual financial statements, comprising the balance
sheet, the income statement and the notes to the financial statements,
together with the bookkeeping system, and the management report of Help
– Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe e. V., Bonn, for the business year from 1 January 2014
to 31 December 2014. The maintenance of the books and records and the
preparation of the annual financial statements and the management report
in accordance with German commercial law are the responsibility of the
management of the association. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on the annual financial statements, together with the bookkeeping system,
and the management report based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of the annual financial statements in accordance
with § 317 HGB (“Handelsgesetzbuch”: “German Commercial Code”) and
German generally accepted standards for the audit of financial statements
promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (Institute of Public Auditors
in Germany [IDW]). Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audit such that misstatements materially affecting the presentation of the
net assets, financial position and results of operations in the annual financial
statements in accordance with German principles of proper accounting and in
the management report are detected with reasonable assurance. Knowledge
of the business activities and the economic and legal environment of the
association and expectations as to possible misstatements are taken into
account in the determination of audit procedures. The effectiveness of the

accounting-related internal control system and the evidence supporting the
disclosures in the books and records, the annual financial statements and
the management report are examined primarily on a test basis within the
framework of the audit. The audit includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by the management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the annual financial statements and management
report. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Our audit has not led to any reservations.
In our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the annual financial
statements comply with the legal requirements and give a true and fair view
of the net assets, financial position and results of operations of the association
in accordance with German principles of proper accounting. The management
report is consistent with the annual financial statements and as a whole
provides a suitable view of the association’s position and suitably presents the
opportunities and risks of future development.“

Bonn, 15 August 2016
BDO AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft (Auditors)
(signed) Hanses
(signed) Ahrend
Auditor 				Auditor

Donors and cooperation partners 2015
ADH
AA
BMZ

Aktion Deutschland Hilft (German relief coalition)
Auswärtiges Amt (German Federal Foreign Office)
Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche
Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung (German Federal
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development)
BORDA Bremen Overseas Research and Development
Association
BPRM U.S. Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration
Caritas Luxemburg
Deutsche Bahn Foundation
Dr. Schumacher GmbH
ECHO European Commission – Humanitarian Aid and Civil
Protection
EU
European Commission
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations
German Embassy Belgrade
German Embassy Kabul
German Embassy Podgorica

GIZ

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (German Society for International
Cooperation)
GRM Palladium International
HDL Hilfswerk der deutschen Lions (German Lions
Foundation)
Japanese Embassy in Harare, Zimbabwe
LCIF Lions Club International Foundation
local municipalities
Montenigrin Government
NAKK NAK-karitativ, the charity of the New Apostolic Church
PBSP Philippine Business for Social Progress
Rhein-Zeitung (German daily)
SIDA Swedish International Development Cooperation
Agency
UNHCR United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
UNICEF United Nations International Children´s Emergency
Fund
USAid United States Agency for International Development
WaterAid UK
WFP World Food Programme
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Projects 2015
Number
of
projects

Objective of the
projects*

Short description **

1
2

Education
Food security

Support of a school and a nursery in the south of the country
Prevention of malnutrition among children

3

Health

1
1
2

Health
Health
Refugee relief

Kenya

1

Water

Mali

1

Refugee relief

2

Health

3
1

Health
Health

1

Refugee relief

1

Refugee relief

1
1
5

Education
Education
Food security

1
4

Health
Livelihood security

South Sudan

2
1

Water
Food security

Chad

3

Water

1

Refugee relief

Support to the local health authorities for free medical care for mothers
and children in the districts of Dori and Sebba; funding for introducing
an integrated management strategy for free health care services in the
districts of the Sahel region
Promotion of hygiene education in schools in Yagma
Ebola prevention and hygiene awareness
Immediate help and support for refugees from Mali in the field of sustainable energy supplies
Improvement of the water supply and provision of sanitary facilities in
Kitui and Makueni Counties
Education and economic support for returnees and integration for
displaced persons in the region of Ségou, Mali
Providing additional support to health care authorities in the wake of
the Ebola epidemic in west Africa, analysis of needs in the health care
sector
Prevention and treatment of (severe) malnutrition among children
Improvement in the food situation and cholera prevention in the region
of Tillaberi
Psychosocial care for children and adolescents in the Abala refugee
camp (Filingué)
Improvement in the food situation and health care for refugees, displaced persons and their host families in the region of Diffa, Niger
Support for education in school and vocational training for young people
Support for orphans
Building up sustainable, drought-resistant agriculture:  Distribution of
seeds, seedlings and fertilisers; training programmes in agriculture;
integrated food security and marketing programmes; rural projects in
schools; food aid
Food aid for AIDS patients and AIDS orphans
Aid in the improvement of the rural and agricultural infrastructure and
for processing agricultural products; food and livelihood security/income-generating measures in rural areas
Treatment of malnutrition and WASH support in Lakes State
Food security and improvement of sanitation facilities for the local population and displaced persons in the states of Western Bahr el Ghazal
and Warrap
Building up a sustainable water supply: Preventive securing and improvement in the limited water reserves to avoid disastrous droughts; supplying Sudanese refugees and the local population in the Am Nabak camp
and in the region of Iriba with water
Food aid and securing livelihoods for refugees, displaced persons and
returnees in the region of Baga-Sol following the attacks by Boko Haram

Country
Africa
Ethiopia
Burkina Faso

Niger

Rwanda
Zimbabwe
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Total expenditure
2015 in Euro ***

Beneficiaries ****

Donors/cooperation partners

155 school children
9,210 pregnant women, 18,453 women with children under two
years of age, 121,243 individuals and their families
Approximately 650,000 pregnant and lactating women and children
up to 5 years

ADH
AA, ADH, UNICEF

3,000 school children, 2,000 households
32,950 individuals
21,860 individuals

Dr. Schumacher GmbH
ECHO
AA, UNHCR

59,991.81 €

36,000 individuals

BMZ

45,656.12 €

4,300 individuals

AA, ADH

695,683.93 €

direct: 100,720 individuals, indirect: 7.8 million individuals

AA, ADH, WaterAid UK

8,251.73 €
363,346.85 €

231,131 individuals
22,000 individuals

AA, ADH, UNICEF, WFP
AA

2,700 children and adolescents

UNICEF

24,500 individuals

AA, ADH, UNICEF, WFP

7,047.88 €
8,114.31 €
1,251,479.31 €

490 school children
25 children
245,192 individuals

ADH, BMZ, FAO, WFP

320,895.55 €
2,287,376.47 €

11,000 individuals
72,050 individuals

BMZ
BMZ, EU, GIZ, GRM

581,457.59 €
998,872.22 €

80,000 individuals
36,000 individuals

AA, ADH, UNICEF
ADH, BMZ

976,004.11 €

150,000 individuals

AA, BMZ

450,060.28 €

17,000 individuals

AA, ADH

4,976.48 €
65,762.77 €
1,635,479.56 €

22,953.41 €
90,429.88 €
325,537.49 €

73,695.73 €
762,264.19 €

ECHO, UNICEF
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Projects 2015
Number
of
projects

Objective of the
projects*

Short description **

1

Environment protection/
sustainability
Education

3

Education

2

Emergency aid

3

Refugee relief

3

Reconstruction

Advanced training for local craftsmen in the construction of fixed dome
biogas plants
Building up and strengthening local administrative structures in Herat
province
Promoting vocational training and entry into the world of work for men
and women
Humanitarian aid for internally displaced persons and winterization
for children in northern Iraq/Kurdistan
Food aid, winter assistance and building playgrounds in the region of
Dohuk
School refurbishment

1

Reconstruction

Humanitarian aid for Syrian refugees in Jordan

3

Health

Psychiatric, psychological and psycho-social care for Syrian refugees

1

Emergency aid

Emergency aid after the earthquake

1

Reconstruction

1

Disaster preparedness

Initial reconstruction, distribution of corrugated iron sheeting and
repair kits to 1,779 households
Setting up disaster preparedness services

1

Emergency aid

Emergency aid for flood victims

1

Disaster preparedness

Provision of aid supplies in case of a disaster

2

Livelihood security

Improving the fishing industry by building up a fish farm

2

Livelihood security

Measures to generate income and training for women and fishermen

1

Reconstruction

Distributing repair kits after typhoon Hagupit

3

Reconstruction

Reconstruction of schools and day care facilities

3

Water

2

Refugee relief

1

Water

Supplying drinking water, installing sanitary facilities and hygiene
training in schools
Humanitarian aid for securing the survival of the needy Syrian population in Damascus
Water supply and improvement of hygiene and sanitary conditions
for displaced persons in Syria

2

Livelihood security

2

Livelihood security

1

Emergency aid

Germany

1

Refugee relief

Action against poverty by assisting business start-ups and promoting
tourism together with supporting agricultural production
improvement in the employment opportunities for the disabled,  
marginalised groups of the population and returnees from Germany
to Bosnia and Herzegovina
Emergency aid and reconstruction measures in the aftermath of
floods
Support for refugee initiatives and associations

Kosovo

1

Livelihood security

Combating poverty through income generating activities

Montenegro

1

Education

2

Education

Advice and support for refugee families in civil rights, health care and
accommodation-related issues
Strengthening the civil society in the Roma population

2

Livelihood security

3

Refugee relief

1

Reconstruction

Country
Asia
Afghanistan

(Northern) Iraq

Jordan
Nepal

Pakistan
Philippines

Syria

1

Europe
Bosnia
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Improving the living and working conditions in Berane and Herceg
Novi
Support in the integration of internal displaced persons and inhabitants of the Konik camp; provision of a school bus
Accommodation assistance and support for people with special needs

Total expenditure
2015 in Euro ***
164,781.55 €

Beneficiaries ****

Donors/cooperation partners

80 craftsmen

BMZ, BORDA

560 individuals

AA

277,952.39 €

direct: 875 individuals, indirect: 5,250  individuals

BMZ, BORDA, WFP

520,935.17 €

10,500 individuals and 1,250 children

HDL, AA

37,050 individuals and 14,040 children

AA, ADH,BMZ, HDL

462,053.66 €

33 schools

ADH, BMZ, HDL, NAKK

552,457.22 €

7,500 individuals

432,998.76 €

approximately 3,000 therapeutic consultations

AA, ADH

197,049.39 €

9,908 individuals

ADH, HDL, NAKK

377,790.34 €

9,908 individuals

ADH, HDL

410,170.67 €

325,000 individuals

BMZ, NAKK

1,028,579.30 €

1,384,807.55 €

10,014.50 €

2,500 individuals

ADH

162,223.47 €

1,500 individuals

ADH

337,785.51 €

25,000 individuals

ADH, HDL, LCIF, PBSP

63,152.43 €

200 individuals

ADH

62,639.85 €

3,250 individuals

ADH

637,937.51 €

16,500 individuals

ADH, HDL, NAKK, Rhein-Zeitung

207,343.46 €

15,500 individuals

ADH, Rhein-Zeitung

1,077,653.51 €

70,000 individuals

AA, ADH, DB-Foundation

404,397.16 €

130,000 individuals

ECHO

211,632.76 €

365 small businesses

AA, NAKK, local municipalities,

223 individuals

AA, Ministry of Employment Bosnia,
NAKK, local municipalities

1,400 individuals, 30 small businesses

Beneficiaries, ADH, HDL

11 associations/initiatives

ADH

1,050 individuals

95,981.60 €

100,017.36 €
48,837.17 €
276,474.03 €
43,045.78 €

980 individuals

AA, local municipalities, local Ministry
of Labour, beneficiaries
UNHCR

13,211.69 €

2,950 individuals

BPRM, German Embassy

134,107.29 €

294 individuals

AA, USAid/BPRM

492,701.98 €

4,477 individuals

278,621.56 €

5,046 individuals

EU, Government of Montenegro, Japanese Embassy
UNHCR
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Projects 2015
Country

Number
of
projects

Objective of the
projects*

Short description **

Europe
Serbia

1

Emergency aid

Emergency aid for migrants in Serbia

2

Health

2

Health

5

Livelihood security

1

Refugee relief

Stabilisation of health care for transit refugees and the local population, provision of medical supplies
Support for the health centre in Tutin and a local NGO with medical
supplies
Action against poverty by providing assistance to business start-ups,
income-generating measures and integration of refugees
Supplying and supporting refugees in Serbia

3

Reconstruction

Reconstruction and economic aid in the aftermath of floods

1

Disaster preparedness

1

Food security

1

Water

Disaster preparedness measures through urban expansion and development in Léogâne, Petit Gôave and Jacmel
Comprehensive needs analysis on the nutritional status and food security of the population in five provinces of Haiti
Reinstatement of the drinking water system in Fort-Liberté

Central America
Haiti

Global/Quality
2

1

WASH is the acronym for water, sanitation and hygiene. A triple approach for sustainable water projects.

Notes:
*
**
***
****
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The project goal „Emergency Aid“ is used for projects that are implemented immediately after the outbreak of a disaster.
For detailed information and reports, go to: www.help-ev.de
Unless mentioned otherwise, own funds from Help donations were used for all projects.
The number of individuals reached by a project does not always refer to year 2015 alone, but is indicated for the entire project duration because it cannot be limited to a
restricted time frame. For some projects it is impossible to quantify the number of individuals reached, e.g. where support to hospitals and health stations is concerned. In
such cases, the number of individuals treated per year or the „catchment“ population is quoted.

Total expenditure
2015 in Euro ***

Beneficiaries ****

Donors/cooperation partners

475,636.08 €

40,000 individuals

AA, NAKK

144,528.59 €

daily up to 1,000 individuals

ADH, BMZ

30,100 individuals

German Embassy Belgrade

707 individuals
60,000 individuals

AA, SIDA, Caritas Luxemburg, local
municipalities, beneficiaries
EuropeAid

10 public institutions, 188 small businesses, 1,790 individuals

EU, Caritas Luxemburg, EuropeAid

76,243 individuals

ADH, EU

indirectly 4,450,000 individuals

ADH

7,500 individuals

LCIF

15,015.74 €
1,019,572.29 €
16,916.01 €
2,431,651.74 €
737,493.50 €
87,538.95 €
7,883.65 €
260,574.54 €

AA

26.699,503.38 €
486,359.39 €

General project management and project planning

27,185,862.77 €

Total project expenditure

4,229,252.12 €

of which own resources
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Help – Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe e.V.
Reuterstr. 159 • 53113 Bonn
Tel.: 0049 (0)228 915290
info@help-ev.de • www.help-ev.de
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Donation account
Commerzbank Köln
IBAN: DE47 3708 0040 0240 0030 00
BIC: DRESDEFF370

